
orthodox
1. [ʹɔ:θədɒks] n

1. ортодокс; человек, твёрдо придерживающийся общепринятого убеждения, учения, направления
2. (Orthodox) рел. православный
3. приверженец традиции, консерватор

2. [ʹɔ:θədɒks] a
1. ортодоксальный; правоверный

orthodox beliefs - канонические вероучения
2. традиционный, общепринятый

orthodox opinions [views] - общепринятые мнения [взгляды]
orthodox dinner - традиционныйобед
orthodox greeting - традиционноеприветствие

3. (Orthodox) рел. православный

Apresyan (En-Ru)

orthodox
ortho·dox BrE [ˈɔ θəd ks] NAmE [ˈɔ rθəd ks] adjective

1. (especially of beliefs or behaviour) generally accepted or approvedof; following generally accepted beliefs

Syn:↑traditional

• orthodox medicine
• He is very orthodox in his views.

Opp:↑unorthodox

compare ↑heterodox

2. following closely the traditional beliefs and practices of a religion
• an orthodox Jew

3. Orthodox belonging to or connected with the ↑Orthodox Church

Word Origin:
[orthodox ] late Middle English: from Greek orthodoxos (probably via ecclesiastical Latin), from orthos ‘straight ’ or ‘ right’ + doxa
‘opinion’ .

Example Bank:
• I am not a very orthodox kind of counsellor.
• This is the strictly orthodox view.
• At that time the orthodox view was that secondary education should be selective.
• He pioneered what was to become the orthodox mode of social research.
• More orthodox scholars scoff at such theories.
• There is increasing cooperation between alternative and orthodox medicine.
• They presented a challenge to the more orthodox political parties.
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orthodox
or tho dox /ˈɔ θəd ks$ ˈɔ rθəd ks/ BrE AmE adjective

[Date: 1500-1600; Language: French; Origin: orthodoxe, from Late Latin, from Late Greek orthodoxos, from Greek ortho- (from orthos
'straight, correct') + doxa 'opinion']
1. orthodox ideas, methods, or behaviourare accepted by most people to be correct and right SYN conventional :

orthodox medical treatments
He challenged the orthodox views on education.

2. someone who is orthodox has the opinions and beliefs that are generally accepted as being right, and does not have new or
different ideas:

Orthodox economists believe that a recession is now inevitable.
an orthodox Marxist

3. believing in all the traditional beliefs, laws, and practices of a religion:
an orthodox Jew

• • •
THESAURUS
■believing in a religion

▪ religious believing strongly in a religion and obeying its rules: My father was a very religious man. | Are you religious?
▪ devout havinga very strong belief in a religion: a devout Catholic
▪ orthodox believing in the traditional beliefs, laws, and practices of a religion: orthodox Jews
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